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1 INTRODUCTION
Infogame~ is a management game for research and education in informa-
tion systems. A provisional description of the model was given in [6];
this report describes the model as it is currently implemented. A
description for users is given in the a preliminary uaers' manual [8].
In November 1988, it has been decided to stop the Infogame research
project; the reasons for its failure will be published elsewhere.
Consequently no further versions of the program and the manual are
planned. The primary purpose of the present paper is to document the
design of Infogame; it also explains the mechanisms of the game to game
administrators. It is certainly not intended for players. As the report
ranges over a number of subjects (e.g. simulation modelling, operations
research, information systems, and software engineering), topics of in-
terest will be published separately. The organization of this report is
as follows: section 2 and 3 describe the game from a modelling point of
view; section 2 describes the main features, section 3 describes the
model in detail. The implementation is described in section 4 from a
software engineering point of view.

Acknowledgement: I:vant to thank prof. Jack P. Klet,jnen for his con-

ttnutng support and encouragement durtng the development of In,~ogame.

Differences with the preliminary design

Standard development methods, such as ISAC [1~], assert that physical
design of a computerized system should start only after the logical
design has been finished; in contrast, in prototyping [2] a working
program is considered an indispensable tool to establish user needs.

' originally, the nnme "infolnD" hne been ueeQ for the game, but

thle neme was alree4y Sn uee for another proJect.
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We did not use prototyping as it is usually defined, because actual
users were not involved in the design, but we made a number of changes
in the specificatíons with the user in mind, for example because is was
difficult to clearly describe some features in the users' manual. Other
changes were made because the original specifications were difficult to
implement. The main differences between the design described in this
report and the original specifications [6] are:

1) Technical progress is not implemented. All technologies, machine
types, and materials are available at the start of play.

2) The notion of a"production line", embodying a technology and uniting
a set of resources, is discarded. In the present version, resources
are assembled for individual jobs. According to the specifications,
the player had to set up production lines and allocate resources to
production lines; in the present version, such commands are no longer
needed. An additional advantage is that the present production system
more closely resembles the ZIasa model [1].

3) The original report specified that all industries would sell products
in a consumer market. In the present version, the game administrator
can specify that an industry produces materials for use in other
products.

4) The original report specified that labor relations would have an im-
pact on productivity. This has not been implemented.

5) The original report specified a single representation for relations
between entities. In the present version, a number of representations
are used.

6) In the original report, the interface between the input program and
the simulation program was not specified.
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2 GLOBAL GAME DESCRIPTION
2.1 The Infogame world

Infogame simulates manufacturing companies in up to five consumer
markets. It combines marketing management and production or operations
management, a subject that has attracted renewed interest from business
schools [4]. From the main problem areas in production management, ex-
plicitly listed in [26], but also found in similar texts [4,20]:
capacity, plant location, plant layout, capital budgeting, aggregate
planning, inventory, scheduling, and maintenance, only plant location is
definitely absent from Infogame, as we deliberately abstracted from spa-
tial dimensions. Scheduling and maintenance are simulated by the game
program; the other areas are subjects for player decisions. A charac-
teristic of Infogame, which is absent from functional production games,
is the interaction between production and marketing management. For ex-
ample, short delivery times can be used as a marketing instrument. but
attaining short delivery times is a production management problem. Labor
management is also important in Infogame; this is in accord with
European custom, where the overall size of the labor force in a company
is considered a top management decision. In contrast to strategic busi-
ness games, the financial model is simple; expenses must be financed
from the initial endowment, income and bank loans. Share transactions,
intercompany loans, joint ventures, mergers, sales of assets, and
similar topics that dominate the financial pages, are not implemented.
However, lack of finance will have dire results for a company, such as a
total layoff. Apart from competition in the labor and consumer markets,
there is no interaction between players. For example, a company that
produces materials cannot sell those to other companies. The reason for
this restriction is that contacts with other players would take too much
time and energy.
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In contrast to many other games. ell companies in Infogame start from
scratch. This forces playera to take decisiona such as choice of market
and technology, which are intimately connected with operational deci-
sions made in a later stage. For example, a player who chooses to
operate in a market with production to order should know he will have to
control delivery times. In a game which starts with going concerns,
players may survive by just ensuring smooth operations. As it is only
fair that all companies start in the same markets with the same tech-
nologies, much of the diversity of the Infogame environment would be
lost.

2.2 Time scale

Any computer-based game is characterized by the relation between real

ttme (the time on the player's watch) and simulated ttme (the time in
the world simulated by the computer). Real time is determined by the
complexity of the game. Not counting gamaholics, real time for s game
ranges from some minutes for simple arcade games to some days for com-
plex management games. Simulated time ranges from thousands of years in
historical adventure games to seconds in a computer job-scheduling game.
In nearly all games, the player can enter a decision after every simula-
tion of an event or set of events; in real-time games the decision must
be entered immediately, because the state of the simulated world is con-
tinuslly changing; in games played in rounds simulation is suspendend
during the "thinking" or "decision" period. Infogame is built
differently. After the players have entered their decisions, events are
simulated on a continuous time-scale. Players may follow events as a mo-
tion picture during the actual simulation, but they can no longer
influence the course of the current round. In effect, the motion picture
interface is not implemented, but at the end of each round, a report is
provided listing events in chronological order. The ordering of eventa
is important: a consumer who enters at 12:00 will find a product out of
stock if the first batch is brought in at 12:02. The relation between
simulated time and real time for each type of game is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig 1: Tine Scale
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The decision to use event-driven simulation within a single Infogame
round was made for the following reasons: First, the detailed reports
supplied to players are interpreted more naturally when events can be
timed like real world events. This is important, because instruction
manuals should describe only in which respects the simulated world dif-
fers from the real world. Second, it is difficult or impossible to
analytically compute the results of interactions among different types
of events. This is shown by the límited results of analytic queuing
theory, which is applicable only to a few simple models. Moreover, math-
ematical models tend to study equilibrium states, whereas we need data
on states after a specified number of events [12]. In general, analyti-
cal methods such as queuing theory are used as an alternative to
simulation, rather than as a technique within simulation modelling.
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An example

A trader sells a single non-perishable product. Customer demand is a
Poisson process. Every night the stock is replenished to the reorder
level. Total sales and average stock during a year should be computed
for various reorder levels by simulation. From simulation literature, it
is well known that this problem can be solved by two equivalent methods,
either by simulating all sales separately, using the negative exponen-
tial distribution to draw the time of the next sale, or by drawing the
total number of sales from the corresponding Poisson distribution for a
day. The two methods are represented by Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B,
respectively. Now the specification is changed slightly: we assume that
supply is also a Poisson process. The first method can be adapted to the
new specification without sny difficulty, as shown in Fig. 3. The second
method is not applicable without considerable effort, because, even for
this simple problem, an analytical distribution for the cumulative
results is not known to exist [24].

Fi9 2A: E~qwnontíal distributfon

Stock
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Miss~d sal~s



Fig 2B: Poisson distribution
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This example shows that to find analytical distributions for all inter-
actions in Infogame, which usually involve three or more independent
processes, would call for a major effort in operations research, which
is not our main objective. Moreover, from a modelling and programming
point of view, event-driven simulation is an established technique. The
programming technique used to maintain the event list is discussed in
section 4.

2.3 Instruction bv rules

In contrast to a direct instruction, a rule must be followed at a later
moment, under circumstances not known when it was defined. This makes
rule definition difficult, which is well known to rulemakers such as
legislators, programmers, composers, and authors of manuals. Rules are,
however, indispensable if decision makers want to control events when
they are not on the scene. Accordingly, rules are pivotal to the design
of Infogame. There are two types of rules in the game:

a) Fixed rules, which are known to the player, but cannot be changed by
him. An example is: "production cannot start unless sufficient
materials are available". The player must know such rules because
they influence the results of his decisions.

b) Rules with player defined parameters, for example: "an order for a
player defined quantity of a material is placed when the stock falls
below the player defined reorder level". Production, material buying
and reporting are controlled by such rules. Accordingly, many player
decisions in Infogame define rule parameters.

For players not used to programming in any form, control by rule is hard
to underatand; this may even be conaidered a decisive argument agains
Infogame-type games. The original proposals called for an advanced ver-
sion [5], where rules would be formulated in a programming language or
expert system shell language. It is clear that the audience for this
type of game is still more restricted.
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2.4 Selective reporting

Infogame provides no summary reports, but only raw data on events. For
decision making, the player will have to make or buy an information sys-
tem, because the uncondensed report is unsuitable for that purpose.
Reporting is also selective, which implies that output is produced only
if specified by a Boolean function t. The output procedure can be
described as:

if tP then write(OP)

t Boolean function
P

OP Output function
P Type of output

Calls to the output procedure are controlled by explicit calls to the
output procedure "possiblereport" in the simulation program:

possiblereport(firm,reportcode,descrl,descr2,quantity,price);

firm: Number of reporting firm.
reportcode: Type of report (e.g. sale, start of production).
descrl, descr2 Strings describing event ( e.g. product name).
quantity, price: Real numbers describing attributes of the event

(usually quantity and price).

The number and type of the output parameters is fixed, both because in

Pascal the number and type of parameters is fixed for a procedure, and

because fixed format output is easier to handle, especially in database

packages. The meaning of a field depends on the reportcode; for example,

in a sales record, "amount" indicates the number of products sold. in a

customer payment record, "amount" is the amount paid.
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3 THE GAME MODEL IN DETAIL
3.1 An overview

The infogame model is designed as a set of submodels with limited inter-
action, as pictured in Fig. 4:

Fig. 4: Submodels and interaction

Finance
model

Consumer
model

Labor
model

Machine
model

Supply

model

Production
model

Each submodel describes a sequential process. Processes interact only
with the production process and the finance process. There are two types
of interaction between processes: processes may consult and update com-
mon state variables (for example, the stock level of finished products
is consulted and updated by the consumer model and the production
model), or a process may cause events in another process (for example,
repair of a machine is an event in the machine model which may trigger
restart of production in the production model). Implementation details
are discussed in section 4.
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3.2 Consumer model

The consumer model in Infogame simulatea individual consumers exercising
demand for the products of the firms in the game. The model describes a
self-sustaining process: consumers arrive irrespective of the existence
of any products. This model has been chosen for several reasons. First,
a large number of individual sales has to be simulated anyhow, and
simulation of individual consumers is easier than computing an aggregate
distribution first and drawing individual events from it afterwards.
Second, as explained in section 2.1, an aggregate distribution function
may well be difficult to compute analytically; so it may still be neces-
sary to simulate individual consumers to compute the aggregate
distribution function. In fact the market model is derived from the
market model in MAGEUR C7], which divides the market in 100 segments to

simulate market niches. Third, demand may interact with production in a
way that cannot be accounted for by an aggregate function (e.g., demand
for some products may not be filled because of stockouts). Fourth, users
not versed in microeconomic theory may better understand rules describ-
ing individual consumer behavior (e.g. consumers choose the best product
they can afford), than functions describing global market reactions such
as elasticity. However, in a model simulating individual consumers,
players cannot directly use the results of microeconomic theory or em-
pirical research based on it. This may be a serious drawback in an
environment where practitioners regularly use such results.

From marketing mix instruments listed by textbooks [16], only product
quality, price and advertising are implemented. Distribution is left out

because we feared inclusion of a real or fictional geography would
divert attention from the main features of the game. Promotional efforts
other than advertising (e.g. sales-force activities) are included in
advertising.

Fig. 5 gives a view of the consumer model.
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Fig. 5: Overview of the model:
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Numbers in parentheses in Fig. 5 pertain to the following details:

1) Arrival on the market is governed by a Poisson process with mean in-
terarrival time defined by the game administrator. A fairly large number
of individual consumers (50-100) is simulated. Consumers are numbered
sequentially; lower numbers indicate consumers with leas purchasing
power. Each consumer exercises demand for the products of a single
industry; there is no substitution between industries. Demand is equal
to the average of three draws from a negative exponential distribution,
with mean defined separately for each industry by the game
administrator. The maximum price a consumer is willing to pay and the
maximum quality he takes into account are calculated from a Pareto dis-
tribution with parameters set by the game administrator:

~n ~~- n
mpi~ - bj nfl-i mqij -(ln ntl-i)cJ

mpi~ Maximum price for consumer i in induatry j(see Fig. 6A).
mqí~ Maximum quality for consumer i in industry j(see Fig. 6B).
n~ Total number of consumers in industry j.
b~ Base price (price every consumer can pay) in industry j.
c~ Constant denoting appreciation of high-quality products in

industry j, with appropriate values between 0.5 and 1.

The net price to the consumer is influenced by the consumer credit,
which i s discussed in detail in section 3.7.4. It is defined by:

p~ - pq ( 1 - dn )

p Net price to the consumers
p Quoted pricev
d Discountfactor, determining importance of consumer credit
n Number of days per period (quarter)

c Number of days of consumer credit



Fiq 6A: Maxi~xa~ pric~
Pric~

o~ total Mark~t

F19 6B: Maxi~xa~ quality tak~n into accovitquality
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2) The list of products is constructed by executing the instructions
from Fig. ~ for all products ín the industry.

Fig. 7: Construct list of products:

start with
first product

compute
appreciation
index

next product
in industry
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A consumer knows a product from advertising or from experience with the
product. A consumer has experience with a product if she or any of her
neighbours bought this product the last time. The probability that a
consumer is reached by advertising is:

1 E~A

P - 1 -(1 - c )

p Probability that a consumers is reached by advertising.
c Number of consumers willing to pay the price of the product.
E Total advertising budget.
A Advertising budget needed to attract one consumer, an industry-

specific constant defined by the game administrator.

Graphically, the proportion reached is shown in Fig. 8

Fío B: R~sult of ad~~rtising

100i of total nark~t reach~d
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It is assumed that advertising is always directed at the appropriate
target group only, i.e. consumers who are willing to pay the price of
the product. This implies that advertising for low-priced products is
directed at the population at large, whereas advertising for high-priced
products is directed at a limited group. This is not unrealistic, as in
the real world a choice must be made between mass media. such as televi-
sion, and selective media, such as specialized journals, trade shows and
direct mailing. In Infogame, this choice is not made explicit, because
selection of advertising media is not considered a task for top
management.

The number of neighbours in each industry is determined by the game
administrator. They are located above and beneath a consumer on the in-
come scale. This implies that advertising is needed to reach customers
in an income class not yet served by the product. The number of neigh-
bours and the present market share determine the part of the market that
is reached without advertising, as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig 9: Mark~t co~aragQ

100
~ pr~sent nsrk~t shara
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A consumer will consider all products priced at or below his maximum
price for inclusion in the list of possible products. Products not on
stock may be included, because some consumers will accept waiting for
some products. Moreover, the producer has to be contacted to establish
whether a product is on atock, or to quote a delivery date. Although
some consumers are ready to pay a considerable premium for a superior
product, there is no minimum quality, as most consumers will prefer low-
quality products to nothing.

For each product, the appreciation index is computed by the formula:

A -
n

q

e
P

A Appreciation index.
q Corrected quality. i. e. the maximum of the actusl quality of the

product and the maximum quality taken into account by this
consumer.

p Price.
m,n Industry-specific constants, defined by the game administrator;

typical values are n-6, m-3.

It is an essential characteristic of the market model that the apprecie-
tion index is computed separately for each consumer. Consequently,there
is normally no single product that is considered best by all consumers

The resulting list may contain all products in the industry; condensing
it to e short list before proceeding with the actual selection has no
significant advantages over direct selection.
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3) A product is selected such that the probability that product i will
be chosen from a list containing n products is:

P -
A 1

1 n
~ A~

J.1

A1 Appreciation index of product i.

Selection is done by linear search because complexity is linear anyway
as it is dominated by the computation of appreciation indices. Fig. 10
gives the probability that consumers will choose product A from products
A and B.

Fig 10: Mark~t Sharas
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4} The quoted delivery date is supplied by the player, who has to choose
between the risk of losing customers by quoting long lead times and the
risk of missing quoted delivery dates. For each consumer, a maximum
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delivery time is drawn from an uniform distribution with industry-
specific bounds defined by the game administrator. In industries that
produce for stock only, upper and lower limit have zero values. The
quoted delivery date is, however, not taken at face value by consumers,
but it is divided by a reliability factor which is computed as follows:

R - 10
Ri - max(0.O1,m.Ri 1) If a delivery is not in time
R- m.R f 1-m If a delivery is in timei i-1

R Reliability factor after delivery i~
m Memoryfactor, an industry-specific variable between 0 and 1,

defined by the game administrator.

Because of its influence on the reliability factor, failure to deliver
in time can make a product inacceptable to all consumers in an industry.
A simulation study has shown that this occurs regularly if the delivery
time is set so low that demand is higher than production capacity, but
so high that even a slight fall in reliability mskes the delivery time
unacceptable. This state can only be corrected by reducing the quoted
delivery time, perhaps to zero.

When a consumer chooses a product, the maximum delivery time is a hard
criterion: products with longer delivery times are not considered, but
otherwise consumers do not prefer products with a shorter delivery time.
When a product is ordered, consumers accept a delivery time equal to

~ their maximum delivery time multiplied by an industry-specific slack
factor defined by the game administrator. When production is to order, a
product that is ready for delivery past the acceptable delivery date
cannot be sold on the conaumer market, so it ia dumped without any extra
cost or income. However, production will not be started after the ac-
ceptable delivery date. Scheduling of deliveries is discussed in section
3.6.
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3-3 Labor model

Labor relations are explicitly implemented in Infogame. The player must
decide on the hiring and firing of employees. In accordence with
European labor policy, employees cannot always be dismissed immediately.
Each player sets a term defining the time (in salary periods) an
employee will stay wíth the company after being given notice. The same
term will apply to employees: they have to give notice beforehand if
they want to take another job. There is only one type of employee.
Productivity of new employees is lower than productivity of existing
employees; otherwise, productivity of all employees is the same.

The labor model differs from other submodels as it is time-driven rather
than event-driven. Workers start, change, and terminate jobs only at the
start of twenty-day salary periods (months). This is done because of the
computational complexity of the labor market model, where a large part
of all workers consider jobs on offer. It is also in accord with Dutch
practice, were workers are hired by the month. Strikes are not imple-
mented in Infogame, though they may have a large impact on company
affairs, and are a regular feature in European management games [23].
First, the duration of a strike is normally much shorter than a simu-
lated game period, so the outcome of a strike ahould be decided during a
round, which is only possible in a real-time game. Second, whereas it is
easy to model the stakes of an employer in strike negotiations, it is
very difficult to model the motivations of the opposing labor officials.
Consequently, human players acting ea labor officiala would have to rely
on role-playing.

The model is described in two stages. Firat, atates and relations be-
tween states are described in a global model. Next, the operational
model, that implements the global model by sequential simulation, is
described in detail. Of course, sequential simulation is not the only
way to implement the global model, but in the Infogame context it is
more appropriate than parallel simulation or solution by solving a sys-
tem of simultaneous equations.
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Global model descrintion

In our model, which ie based on [13], persons outaide the labor force
enter it as unemployed workers. All unemployed workers and a part of all
employed workera are attracted to new job opportunities. The special
states "fired but still working" and "hired but still working else-
where" are introduced becauae both employers and employees may have to
give notice one or more months before s job is terminated. The model
also recognizes the state "not in labor force", but it does not count
the number of persons outside the labor force; the number of persons
entering or leaving the labor force is determined only by the number of
employed and unemployed workers, not by the number of persons outside
the labor market. Fig. 11 gives the model.

Fig. 11: Labor Market model.

Not in labor
force

A TB C

Unemployed
workers
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~

Employed
workers
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employed employed
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The following assumptions are made:

a) Persons joining the labor force start unemployed, but they may be
employed immediately, because the model computes the addition to the
labor force before the hiring of new workers. At the beginning of the
first period the labor force contains only unemployed persons. The size
of the initial labor force is determined by the game administrator; a
typical value is 500.

b) Unemployed workers join an employer as soon as they are hired.
Employed workers join a new employer only after finishing their term
with their present employer, even if they are fired.

c) Employers can fire a worker only after a fixed term.

d) Both employed and unemployed persons can leave the labor force at any
moment, but no one will do this while changing jobs. Employed workers do

not go into voluntary unemployment.

Transitions in the model ( see the letters in Fig. il) are:

A,B) Unemployed persons joining or leaving the labor force.

The number of persons joining or leaving the labor force is determined
by the formula:

J- a(T - U t cW)

J Number of persons joining the labor force. If JCO then -J is the
number of persons leaving the labor force.

a Adjustment factor. A parameter defined by the game administrator
determining the reaction of supply to demand. If a-1, supply reacts
immediately to demand, so the market is totally open, as employers
can get all the employees they need. A more typical value is a-0.2.
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T Total number of employeea wanted. This is equel to the sum of the
number of employees employers want to hire in the current quarter.
Thia total is not corrected for employees fired by other employers.

U Number of unemployed workers.

c Correction constant, defining an automatic increase of the labor
force. A typical value is c-0.04.

W Total number of (employed or unemployed) persons currently in the
labor force.

C) Working persons leaving the labor force.

The probabilty that an employee leaves the labor force is a constant
determined by the game administrator. A typical value is 0.03.

D,G,H,J) New workers hired.

An employer can hire unemployed persons, persons who are fired by an
employer (including himself) and persons actually employed by other
firms. The employer's success ia determined by a number of factors that
will be detailed in the operational model. The player determinea the
number of workers he wants to hire. This number is interpreted as a net
number; it is increased with the number of employees leaving in the same
period. This approach is chosen to prevent a mére exchange of personnel
between firms instead of an increase in employment; a disadvantage is
that it is not possible to partially replace the employees that are ex-
pected to leave. Employment of unemployed workers or recall of workers
previously fired by the firm itself takes place immediately.
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F,K) Workers fired or not hired.

We assume that an employer having too many workers first stops hiring.
Workers already hired, but still employed by another firm, are con-
sidered fired by theír former employer. The number of workers fired is
determined by the player.

E) Persons losing employment.

Workers made redundant and not hired during the redundancy term become
unemployed.

I) Persons joining a firm.

Workers hired away from another firm start with their new employers
after serving their term with their present employer.
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Operational model description

T'he labor market is simulated in seven steps as in Fig. 12

Fig. 12: Operational model of the labor market
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Steps (1) and (3) are implemented as loops that range over all persons.
Step (2) is executed as a single loop ranging over all firms. Steps (4),
(5), and (6) are implemented as double loops. In steps (4) and (6) the
outer loop ranges over all persons and the inner loop ranges over all
firms. In step (5), the outer loop ranges over firms and the inner loop
over persons. Consequently, the loops cannot be merged without changing
the model. Step (7) is implemented by executing events initiated by the
preceding steps. Computations performed in steps (1) through (7) are:

1) This step models transition C) from the model in Fig. 11.

2) In this step the following computations are performed:

a) The data determining the expansion or contraction of the labor force,
which is actually effected in step 3, is collected. This part of the
model is described for transitions A) and B) of Fig. 11.

b) For each firm, the probability that the attention of an (employed or
unemployed) person is drawn to the vacancies is computed by the formula:

P - 1- 0.99T~~

P Probability that a person's attention is drawn.
T Advertising budget for recruitment.
C Cost of reaching lx of potential workers.

This formula is analogous to the formula used in the consumer product
advertising model. It guarantees diminishing returns of recruitment ex-
penses and a limit of 100 x to exposure. Workers who have been fired but
are still working for the compar~y are attracted to new vacancies without
advertisement. The full personnel advertising budget is spent at the
atart of a period, but the resulting attention remains the same during
the whole of the period.
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c) For each firm, a satisfaction index is computed by the formula:

Si - mSi-1 ; ( 1-m) max(0,w -
w

f t d f )ptf

Si Satisfaction index in period i.
m Memory factor used for exponential smoothing; typical value is 0.8.
w Salary level of this firm.
w Average salary level of all firms.
f Number of workers actuelly fired in this period, i.e. the number of

employees who have been fired, and have not found a new job during
their redundsncy term.

p Number of employees in this firm.
d Delayfactor, indicating the importance of stable employment for

employees. A typical value is 0.1.
D Length of notice term in salary perioda.

The satisfaction index is used in atep (4) and (6) to compute the prob-
ability that a worker will awitch jobs.

4) A prospective worker whose attention is caught by the employer, will
always apply for the job if unemployed or recalled by his present
employer. A recall pertains to a worker who has been fired but is still
employed, which differs from American usage where workers are fired im-
mediately end may be recalled later from unemployment. For a worker
employed by another employer, the probability that he will apply is
equal to:

maxj0, R(1 -
s 1s~ )J4

P

R Response index, a constant ~ 1.
s Subjective satisfaction index for the current employer~
s Subjective satisfaction index for the prospective employerD
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If the satisfaction index computed in step 3c) would be used as the sub-
jective satisfaction index, employees would only apply for jobs with
employers with a higher satisfaction index. To model the phenomenon
that, at the same time, some workers switch from A to B, and others
switch from B to A, subjective satisfaction indices s and s are drawn

~ D
from uniform distributions [0.6,1.4)S and [0.6,1.4)S respectively. The

~ D
probability of a switch between firms is shown in Fig. 13

F19 13: Labor narket suitch

Z~

i r~lati~Q sstisfactio~

5) An employer who has more vacanciea than applications, offers a job to
every applicant; otherwiae one applicant ie eelected for every vacancy.
Thie is a cautioua policy, as it ie not certain that all job offera will
be accepted. Job offers are made in two stages. First, jobs are offered
to all employees who have been fired and are not engaged elsewhere;
after that, offers are made to outside applicants.
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6) A person who has received a single job offer will always accept it.
The probability that a person who has received job offers from firms
l..n will choose the offer from firm i is equal to:

P -i
S i
Cn
L S,

j~l

P~ Probability the offer from firm i is accepted.
Ss Satisfaction index of firm i

Because the choice process itself contains a random factor, the objec-
tive satisfaction index from step (3) is used instead of the subjective
satisfaction index used in step (4). An employee does not always prefer
a recall over a move to another job. Contrary to American practice, we
do not assume that unemployed workers have a preference for their last
employer.

When employers compete for a limited number of workers, less workers are
hired than needed; this is partially corrected by executing steps (5)
and (6) twice during a salary period (month) and by filling remaining
vacancies in subsequent salary periods. Nevertheless, most workers will
be hired at the start of the period (quarter).

~) Acceptance of a job offer triggers a state change. Unemployed persons
take their new job without delay and recalls are also effected
immediately. Employees with other firms take their new jobs only after
the necessary term. For simplicity, this also applies to employees who
have been fired: If a person is fired in month 4 with a three-month
term, and accepts a job with another firm in month 6, he starts in his
new job in month ~.
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Labor as a resource

The unit of labor in Infogame is the fully productive worker. The number
of fully productive workers in a firm is equal to the product of the ac-
tual number of workers and the productivity index (a number between 0
and 1). The number of employees is computed straightforward from the
number in the preceding salary period (month) by adding arrivals and
subtracting departures. The productivity index is computed each month
with the formula:

P - (wi-1 - di) ~ Pi-1 t~(1-Pi-i)1 } niPi
í wi 1 - di } ni

P1 Productivity index in month i.
P1 Productivity index of new workers, defined by the game

adnministrator; a typical value is 0.5.
w Number of workers in month i.i

di Number of workers departing in month i(di ~ wi-1)'
ni Number of new workers arriving in month i.
R Learning factor, defined by the game administrator; a typical value

is o.3.

Because wo - 0 and dl - 0, P1 defines the productivity of new workers
and the productivity in the first salary period. It is easily seen that
the value of Pi ranges between P1 and 1.

If the number of employees increases, new employees can only be employed
on new jobs; if machines are idle and materials are available, arrivals
may trigger the start of a job. Conversely, departing workers are as-
sumed to finish their jobs first. The two assumptions were introduced to
simplify the model; wíth average job times, they have no significant ef-
fect on results. Similarly, the productivity index is only used for new
jobs; current jobs continue with the assigned workers and are finished
at the scheduled times.
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3.4 Machine model

In Infogame, machines are resources like workers, but the machine model
is implemented differently, both because machines are different from
people in the real world, and because the level of complexity of the
submodels should not differ too much. The production unit in Infogame
is a factory employing a small number of expensive machines and a fairly
large number of operators. The differences between workers and machines
are:

1) All workers are equal, whereas there are many types of machines. In
the real world, workers are more flexible than mschinea in many in-
dustries, but in offices, specialist workers use standard equipment. The
main reason for not introducing different typea of workers is that this
would make the labor submodel too complex.

2) Machines are bought and can be used until they are scrapped. The only
additional costs are repair costs. Employees are hired and muat be paid
monthly as long as they are employed. A firm can cut costs by firing
employees, but reduction of machine capacity by scrapping machines
brings no revenue; this reflects the facts that, in the real world, the
second-hand equipment market is of minor importsnce, and that it is dif-
ficult to model this market.

3) Workers are hired on a competitive labor market; a machine is just
ordered and, if it can be paid, is installed after a delivery time drawn
from a negative exponential distribution with mean MTTD, the mean time
to deliver, defined separately for each machine type by the game
administrator.

4) Machines are treated individually, whereas employees are assumed to
belong to a general labor pool. This is in line with the fact that the
number of machines is much smaller than the number of workers.
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5) Failure of machines is explicitly implemented, whereas illness and
other factors affecting labor productivity are not.

Any machine will fail after a time drawn from an negative exponentiel
distribution with mean MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) determined by
the game administrator. If the machine is idle at the time of failure,
repair starts immediately, otherwise, repair starts when the job using
the machine is finished. This simplification can be explained as
follows. In the real world, a machine breakdown may occur at any time. A
machine that breaks down when employed on an urgent job will be replaced
by a machine that is either idle or employed on a less urgent job. So
either the least urgent job that actually uses this type of machine will

be finished later, or a job that will use it will have to wait longer
before starting. In the real world, rescheduling in case of machine

failure is the task of a low-level manager; consequently, in Infogame it
should be executed automatically. The rescheduling algorithm is fairly
complicated in itself. It also supposes preemption, which entails addi-
tional complexities. Thus rescheduling in case of machine failure should
be implemented only if its use materially influences scheduling results.
A simulation study has shown no significant differences in the distribu-
tion of total time from the moment a job is placed in the queue till it

is finished for the two models, so the simple model (failures do not oc-
cur during the use of a machine) was chosen.

Repair time is drawn from a negative exponential distribution with mean
MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) defined by the game administrator. Repair
cost is linearly related to repair time. When the machine is repaired,
it is put back into use if the repair cost can be paid; otherwise it is
held back until the repair can be paid. After repair, a machine cannot
be used until a new job is started. Zf machine capacity is a critical
factor, repair of a machine may trigger the start of a new job.

A machine can be scrapped at the start of a period, but is will not be
scrapped while employed on a job; the reason for this restriction is the
same as that for suppressing machine failures during operation.
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If a machine is in repair when the order to scrap it is given, it is
scrapped when the repair is ready, but the repair cost must still be
paid.

Machines are not subject to economic aging. Technical aging is imple-
mented by a decrease of MTBF and an increase of MTTR after each period.
Initisl values and rates of increase for MTHF and MTTR for each machine
type are set by the geme administrator. Replacement is a standard
problem in Operations Reaearch textbooks. The OR approach can be used by
the game administrator to determine whether his data will favor replace-
ment during the normal pleying sequence of 10 to 20 rounds.

3.5 Supply model

Infogame distinguishes a number of different types of materials, each
denoted by an integer number. Internally, the type of material is equiv-
alent to the quality of a finished product. Every process defines the
types of material and the quantities needed to produce a unit of the
product. For each type of material, the game administrator defines sup-
pliers and their characteristics. The player defines the reorder level,
the order quantity and a nonempty list of suppliers for each type of
material. If more than one supplier for a material is appointed, orders
are allotted to suppliers in round robin fashion. If a supplier is
removed from the list of suppliers, no new orders are given to this sup-
plier, but existing orders are executed normally. A new supplier who is
added after the first period will not get the first order, but otherwise
his place in the chain is random.

At any moment when the stock of the material, including the amount or-
dered previously, is below the reorder level, an amount equal to the
order quantity is ordered from the indicated supplier. For technical
reasons, the order quantity cannot be lower than a minimum defined by
the game administrator; otherwise, u multitude of small orders could
cause a heap overflow.
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Ordering can occur only at the start of a period (when the reorder level
may have been increased), after allocation of material to a production
job (see 3.6), and when an supplier responds to an order with a refusal
to deliver, either because cash delivery has been agreed and the firm
cannot pay, or because the credits extended to the firm already surpass
the specified maximum. After ordering, the selected supplier will
respond after a normally distributed delay, eíther by delivering the
material, or by refusing to deliver. After delivery, materials are
stored without handling cost in a general warehouse with unlimited
capacity. When needed, materials are assigned to a apecific job.

Because production of some products may be stopped for lack of
materials, delivery of materials may trigger a productíon restart.
Following a change in technologies applied, some materials may become
superfluous. Those materials will be held in stock forever; they cannot
be sold or dumped.

Materials can also be produced by the firm itself. In that case, an or-
der is translated into a production order for the specified materisl,
which is executed in the same way as a production order for a consumer
product (see 3.6). When the order is finished, the amount produced is
added to the stock of materials. If the game administrator specifies
that for some materials a choice can be made between in-house production
and outside suppliers, players are forced to make a buy-or-make
decision. On the other hand, if materials needed in final products can
only be made in-house, materials management becomes a prime concern.

3.6 Production model

The basic notion in the Infogame production model is the process type or
technology, it defines the number and type of machines, the number of
workers and the amount and type of materials needed to produce a
specified number of units of a product of a given quality in a given
industry.
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The relation between products and technologies is many-to-many: a
product may be produced by several technologies that deliver a product
of the same quality in the same industry, and a technology may be used
to produce several, technically identical, products.

Production ís started by executing an order from a queue containing all
production orders. If production is for stock, a production order is
issued if the stock falls below a player-specified level. When produc-
tion is to order only, a consumer order is directly translated into a
production order.

There are no priorities in scheduling. For each order, the latest ac-
ceptable delivery date is determined, but that is only used to determine
whether the order should be executed. Production orders are reviewed
when resources become available (machines are installed or repaired, new
workers arrive, materials are delivered, or operators and machines are
released when a job has been finished), and when an order is entered
into the queue. The selection procedure sequentially examines all orders
in the queue until one has been found that can be executed with the
available resources (or none has been found). In the operating systems
literature [3] this method is known as "complete allocation of
resources". It has been proved that it prevents deadlock, but allows
"starving" of a process by two or more processes that alternately use
one of its necessary resources. In view of the aims of Infogame, this is
no defect of the scheduling algorithm: starving is considered a sign of
resource shortage, which should be remedied by acquiring the appropriate
resources. A side effect of the selection process is that orders are
deleted if the latest acceptable delivery date has passed. This applies
only to industries with production to order. In industries with produc-
tion for atock, the latest acceptable delivery date is set to infinity.

An order can be executed if two conditions are met. First, sufficient
materials must be available. Mathematically, this is expressed by the
condition:
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e i E M: qí ~
r Bi

C

qí Stock of material of type i.
ri Materials of type i needed for production at full capacity.
M Set of types of materials.
B Order size.
C Production capacity for a period (quarter).

Second, production time should be finite. Production time is expressed
by the formula:

t - min( B.n
m

min(W,MS i E I, 1).C
i

, x)

t Net production time for a batch in days.
B Order size.
w Number of fully productive operators.
W Number of operators needed for production at full capacity.
mí Number of machines of type i in operation.
Mí Number of machines of type i needed for full capacity.
I Set of machine types.
C Production per quarter at full capacity.
n Number of days per quarter.
x Maximum time specified.

In industries with production to order only, production time ís con-
siderd finite only if it is not limited by the maximum time allowed.

In industries producing to order, a startup time is always added to
production time. In industries producing for stock, no extra startup
time is needed if a production job immediately follows another job
producing the same product with the same machines.
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In all other cases, for example if production is stopped for any time,
or if one of the machines needs repair, startup time is added to net
production time. Startup times are defined separately for each technol-
ogy by the game adnministrator. A technology with high startup times
demands reliable machines and sufficient stocks of materials.

When a production order has been finished, there are two possibilities.
If production is to order only, the first corresponding consumer order
will be met. If production is for stock, the stock will be replenished,
and it will be used first to fill current backorders. A consumer order
will not be filled if the actual date is past the latest acceptable
delivery date. Failure to deliver results in lost sales and a lower
reliability factor (see 3.2). Morover, if production is to order only,
the product cannot be sold elsewhere.

It is clear that this scheduling model is not optimal. First, it does
not use foresight in planning. For example, a job may be started even if
some critical resource will become available some time after. Second. it
does not support priorities; jobs are started without regard to the
latest acceptable delivery date or other critical factors. A simple
model has been chosen mainly for ease of implementation, but it has the
added advantage of forcing players to give the necessary attention to
major planning decisions; contrary to real-world practice, errors in
planning are not corrected by lower level management. Originally, we
planned to incorporate Artificial Intelligence planning and scheduling
algorithms [10,197 into an advanced version of Infogame; our present
view is that research in this line should be done in real-life
environments.
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3.~ Finance model

3.~.1 Receipts and expenses

The financial model of Infogame is quite simple. Receipts cause an in-
crease in the cash level of a company. The only eventa that cause a
receipt are payment by consumers, interest payments by the bank and
receipt of loens from the bank. When an expense is scheduled, the cash
level is checked to determine whether the expense can be made. If enough
cash is available, the cash level is decreased with the planned expense,
otherwise the consequence depends on the type of event; the events caus-
ing expenses are listed in table 1:

Table 1: Consequence of ínsufficent cash

Event Consequence
Personnel advertising No advertising
Consumer advertising No advertising
Cash materials delivery Materials are not delivered
Payment for materials Payment rescheduled, supplier credits may

become exhausted
Machine delivery Machines are not installed
Repair cost Machine cannot be used, repair rescheduled
Salary payment All workers fired, payment rescheduled
Loan repayment Cash level becomes negative
Interest payment Cash level becomes negative
Accounting cost Cash level becomes negative

A company without cash or credit effectively stops operating. To
facilitate post-mortem investigations, reporting is never halted for
financial reasons.
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3.7.2 Bank transactions

In Infogame the maximum loan amount is defined separately for each firm
by the game administrator before each round. Because maxima can only be
defined for existing firms, no firm can get a loan in its first round.The game administrator can change the interest rate for long term loans
for each firm separately. The interest rate for short term loans and the
default rate for long term loans are defined by the game administrator
at the start of play.

The bank provides two types of loans: long-term loans and short-time
loans. A long-term loan is grsnted for a specific number of periods at a
fixed rate of interest. When it is granted, cash ia supplied to the
company; At the end of each period, a proportional part of the loan is
repaid. Interest over the remaining part of the loan is paid at the endof each period. Short-term loans are granted in the form of limits to
overdsafta. Intereat payments are computed daily from the current cash
balance, and accumulated to be paid at the end of an interest period. If
an overdraft is granted, the cash shown in the report is negative, but
expenses are allowed as long as the overdraft does not exceed the agreed
limit.

3.7.3 Payment schedulinR

When a scheduled payment by the firm is due, a check is made to deter-
mine whether it can be made. If payment is not possible, the action
given in table 1 is executed, and the payment is rescheduled with the
delay defined by the game administrator (a typical value is 20 days).
Accordingly, an obligation to pay never disappears until it is paid. The
result of a failure to pay depends on the type of payment. If salaries
are not paid, all employees are fires automatically, and it will costthe firm dearly to attract and train replacements; if a supplier is not
paid, the only result is that no more can be bought from this supplier.
As a player has no control over his expenses, he should always expect
the worst possible consequence of a cash shortage.
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~.~.4 Consumer credit

After a delivery, a consumer pays promptly if not given credit. If a
credit is extended, the consumer will pay after a delay drawn from a
negative exponential distribution with mean separately determined for

each industry by the game administrator. If this delay is longer than
the maximum delay specified for the given industry, the consumer does

not pay at all. The probability that a consumer will fail to pay is:

P - e - e~~n

P Probability a consumer will not pay.
M Maximum payment delay.
A Average payment delay.

For example, the probability that a consumer will not pay is less than
lx for M - 5A.

If the delay is shorter than the credit term defined by the firm, the

consumer will pay at the date specified by the firm. Accordingly, the

average delay to payment is defined by:

D - C t A.e-c~~

D Average delay to payment.
C Duration of credit extended by firm
A Mean delay of consumer.

3.8 Operational accounting

As stated before, accounting is the player's responsibility. In a game
that is designed for the development of decision support systems but as-
sumes the existence of reliable operational information systems, the
course of events in the simulated world should not depend on a player
defined accounting system. In fact, it is possible to run Infogame
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without getting any information beyond the daily cash statement.
Ideally, any datum on which operations are based should correspond to a
state in the simulated world that can be obserrved directly in the real
world, auch as the atock level or the number of employees of a firm.

Variables that record those states can be consulted by the Infogsme
simulation program; they can also be used for inventory reports to the
player. Some facta, however, such as the existence of a consumer order,
are observable only by consulting some file. In Infogame, such files are
implemented as lists, that can be consulted by the simulation program,
but cannot be used for reports to the player because such reports would
be based on (supposedly nonexistent) operational accounting. The two
classes of states are listed in tables 2 and 3. Table 2 contains the ex-
ternal states that can be reported to players; table 3 lists the
internal states that cannot. All inventory taking entails costs, except
the cash inventory, which is free. Inventory data can also be computed
independently from event data. Computing an inventory both ways is
meaningful for control only; otherwise a preference for inventory taking
over accounting from event data will be motivated by cost.

Table 2: External states

State Explanation
Cash Amount of cash or bank balance.
Materials Amount in stock for each type of material, excluding

materials allocated to current production orders.
Products Finished products in stock for each type of product.
Operating
machines

Machines in operation, classifisd by machine type and
job number. Individual machines are not identified.

Idle
machines

Machines currently not in use, classified by machine
type, and divided into usable machines and machínes in
repair. Individuel machinea are not identified.

Employeea Total number of employees.
Operators Number of operators classified by job number.
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Table 3: Internal states

State Explanation

Consumer A list of orders from consumers, characterized by
orders product name, consumer number, amount, price and latest

delivery date.
Production A list of orders to produce a product, characterized by
orders product name, amount end latest delivery date.
EconStock Economic stock; the sum of the real stock from table 2
of materials and the amount ordered from suppliers.
EconStock Economic stock; the real stock from table 2 plus the
products amount to be produces by jobs in process minus the

amount ordered by consumers. The result can be negative.
Productivity Average productivity of employees.
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4 IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Programming language and environment

Pascal was chosen as the implementation language for Infogame because we
considered ít the best language for which implementations are currently
available on a wide range of computers. The program has been developed
in Turbo-Pascal on an IBM-PC. Initially, Rev 3 was used; in the spring
of 1988, we switched to Rev 4, mainly to profit from the increased
modularity offered by its units. Even porting between compiler versions
asks for a fair number of changes, but such changes are mínor when com-
pared to changes in specifications. For example, when a gaming program
is ported from a microcomputer to a mainframe or minicomputer, it is a
major task to allow simultaneous input from players, which is not pos-
sible on a standard PC. We would have preferred a language with better
facilities for the definition of abstract data types, such as SIMULA,
but the main characteristics of Pascal, (its procedurality and the
prevalence of inemory assignment) are not seen as disadvantages.
Limitations in memory space and processing speed were seen as a reminder
to keep it simple [15J. The resulting program is quite small: it con-
tains some 4300 program lines or 3400 Pascal statements.

4.2 Program structure

The Infogame system contains two programs: ZNFOGAME accepts player
inputs; INFOMARK simulates the actuel operation of companies and
markets. Data on the initial state of the simulated world are prepared
by the game administrator and read by both programs; data on state
changes are in a file that is written by INFOMARK and can also be read
by INFOGAME. Data entered in INFOGAME are stored in an intermediate file
that can be changed until INFOMARK is started for the next round.
INFOMARK retrievea all input data from this intermediate file but does
not write to it. INFOMARK writes output to e report file for further
processing by the player.The relation between files and programs is
shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14: Files and programs
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The primary reason to split the program into two parts was its size, but
dividing the game program into an input part and a simulation part has
some additional advantages. First, the input part can be changed without
changing the simulation program as long as it delivers an intermediate
file in the same format. In this way, tests were made with a simple ver-
sion of INFOGAME with default values for many decisions. It is also
possible to replace ZNFOGAME with an intelligent program that computes
deciaions from results in the last round. Second, the well-defined in-
terface between the two program parts simplifies testing.
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4.3 Input data

For input, three mechanisms are used:

Selection: An option is selected from a list, and the programs
proceeds with the instructions pertaining to that option.

Set selection: A set of options is selected from a list; pressing the
end key signals that the next instruction should be
executed.

Table filling: A table that can be filled in WYSIWYG fashion is
presented on the screen. Input data are read and checked
after pressing the end key has signalled the end of
input.

Selection and table filling are present in almost any software package.
Set selection is less common because it can be used only for options
that are nodes in the menu tree.

With selection, input errors are not possible, because only correct op-
tions are shown on the screen (a management game is not a multiple-
choice examination). With set selection, input errors are possible in
theory, but they cannot occur in Infogame. Consequently, input errors in
Infogame are made only during table filling.

We distinguish two types of input errors, clerical errors and errors in
judgment. The input checker in a management game should check on cleri-
cal errors, such as misspelling the name of a supplier, but it should
not signal errors in judgment, such as setting a price that is too low
or too high. Not all errors can, however, be classified as clearly. For
example, trying to start production without acquiring the necessary
resources can be considered a clerical error, because an analysis of in-
put data will accurately predict a zero production rate, but the cause
of this error may be a fundamental misconception of
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the simulated system. On the other hand, misatating a number by a factor
10 is a clerical error by nature, but it is hard to detect for an input
checker. For a realistic simulation of organizations, we should ask
whether an instruction would be questioned in a real-world environment.
This depends on the structure of the organization and the style of
leadership. Under authoritarian leadership, instructions will not be
questioned, but their consequences will be circumvented. For example,
salesmen who cannot compete in the market will exploit the full gamut of
discounts instead of telling their authoritarian marketing manager that
list prices are too high. Under democratic leadership, instructions wíll
be questioned, and they will be corrected when in error. Democracy is
naturally implemented when a game is played by team, with team members
checking decisions. If we consider the input program as a middle
manager, she expects suthoritarian behaviour from the plsyer or player
team: input is checked for syntax and completeness only. This approach
was chosen for practical reasons. First, corrections or warnings from
the input program cannot be used if decisions are written down on forms
and entered afterwards. Second, input checking demands a fairly high
amount of intelligence in the input program and we did not think this
effort our first priority.

The main task of the input program is to convert screen data to the in-
termediate data file. Its format is described in section 4.4 to enable
users to write their own input preparation program. Such a program can
be written without knowledge of the internal data atructures that
INFOGAME shares with INFOMARK, because these are used only for temporsry
storage and for retrieving input values from preceding periods.
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4.4 The intermediate file

The intermediate data file prepared by INFOOAME and used by INFOMARK is
named INFOna.TRF, where n is a one- or two-digit number indicating the
period and a is a sequence letter from 'A' to 'L'. Each N.TRF file con-
tains input data from a single firm; sequence letters are assigned
sequentially. For example, a player who is the first to start input in
period 5, is assigned the file INF05A.TRF. Separate input files were
specially introduced to allow simultaneous input in a network with
shared files. Each input file is an ASCII file consisting of 13 blocks
of 12 lines each. Most lines will be empty, but little space is wasted
in this way, as empty lines are represented by single return characters
in the ~.TRF file and by null pointers in memory. Each block is inter-
preted differently (thia is another reason to uae the versatile ASCII
format). The lines in the block can be structured in three ways: (1)
only the first line is used, (2) the first and the second line are in-
terpreted differently, and (3) all lines are interpreted in the same
way.

Block 1: Company data, line 1
1- 8 Company name
9-15 Password

Block 2: Reports, line 1
1-60 '0' Event or state not reported

'1' Event reported

Line 2:
1- 3 Number of days between reports on the first state actually

reported.
4- ~ Number of days between reports for second state
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Block 3: Investment, ell lines
1- 8 Name of machine type
9-12 Number of machines

Block 4: Scrap machines, all lines
1- 4 Number of n th machine to be scrapped, where n- 20(i-1)tl if i

is the number of the line within this block.
.... Number of next machine

Block 5: Design a product, all lines
1- 8 Product name
9-15 Name of first process used
.... Name of next process (maximal number of process names - 4)

Block 6: Remove a product, all lines
1-8 Name of n th product to be removed, where n- 10(i-1)fl if i is

the number of the line within this block
.... Name of next product

Block ~: Define product variables, all lines
1- 8 Product name
9-14 Delivery time
15-24 Reorder level
25-34 Order quantity
35-40 Maximum time
41-46 Price
47-58 Advertising budget

Block 8: Variables for materials, ell lines
1- 6 Quality index
~-16 Reorder level
1~-26 Order quantity
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Block 9: Suppliers, all lines
1- 6 Quality index of material
7-10 Number of suppliers

11-18 Name of first supplier
..... Name of next supplier (maximum 4 suppliers)

Block 10: Employee data, line 1
1- 6 Term after which employee may be fired
~-16 Personnel advertising budget
1~-22 Planned to hire
23-28 Planned to fire
29-38 Salary level

Block 11: Bank loans, line 1
1-12 Limit to overdraft agreed

13-24 Long term loan agreed
25-30 Interest percentage for long term loan
31-36 Duration of long term loan

Block 12: Repay bank loan, all lines
1-12 Amount of loan to be repaid

13-18 Duration of loan
19-24 Interest percentage of loan

Block 13: Acceptance and granting of credit, line 1
1-12 '0' Credit from this supplier is not accepted

'1' Credit from this supplier is accepted
Line 2
1- 6 Days credit granted in industry nr 0.
.... Days credit in next industry. Normally, there are 5 industries,

from which industries 1-4 are consumer industries, where credit
can be granted.
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4.5 Data structures

Conceptually, the data structure in Infogame can be represented in the
entity-relationship model [9,22]. Entities are either concrete entities

such as machines, or abstractions such as machine types. Examples of
relationships are "use" (a technology uses a type of machine) and
"assigned to" (a machine is assigned to a job). Conceptual schema design
for a management game or simulation program differs from conceptusl

design for an information system in the real world because the designer

can choose the level of abstraction. For example, an earlier version of
Infogame incorporated the notion of a"production line", to which

machines and workers were assigned semi-permanently. In the present ver-

sion, machines and workers are assigned to single jobs. In information

systems design such a change can occur only as a result of changes in
production organization, and not because it simplifies system design.

Another difference is that algorithms, for example scheduling algo-
rithms, are an essential feature of management game programs, whereas
the corresponding decisions are treated as external events by the

majority of information systems. So management gamea are not suitable

for formal methods deriving information systems from conceptuel achemata
such as [21]. The conceptual achema is shown in Fig. 15A through Fig.
15C; connectivity is represented as in [22].

Physically, Infogame uses two representations, a file representation and
an internal memory representation. In this way, management games differ
from conventional information syatema, where all data is stored in a
DBMS, and from simple simulation programs, that store all data in
memory. This is because, on the one hand, extensive use in computations
demands fast access to data, but on the other hand, disk backup between
playing rounds is necessary as the stakes in management gaming are too
high to risk loss of data as a result of power failures or operator
errors. Disk backup could be provided by simply dumping memory contents,
but their are other uses for file storage, such as restarting a previous
round and intermittent play. For files, the most important requirement
is economy in disk use.
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Fiv. 15A: R~latia~ to ~ob

F19. 158: Rslatíons to conpany
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Fig. 13C: Rclatiorls to process (tQChnology)
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For the memory representation, there is an upper limit to the amount of
memory available, and Turbo-Pascal has the additional peculiarity that
the major part of inemory is only accessible through pointers, but other-
wise, speed and simplicity of data access are the prime requirements.

In the design process, the memory representation was defined first; the
file representation was derived from it. To represent sets of entities,
such as machines or products, we had to choose between two well-known
representations: the linked list and the array [25]. Linked lists offer
easy insertion and deletion, arrays are more suitable for direct access
by index value. The argument that lists in Turbo-Pascal are accessed by
pointers and thus use the more abundant heap memory is not valid, be-
cause arrays can use heap memory as well.
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Machine types, technologies, and suppliers are represented by arrays.
Attribute data for these entities are read from a textfile before the
start of each round. Originally, we thought it should be possible to add
and delete machine types, technologies, and suppliers during play; acco-
rdingly we represented those entities by a pointer for internal use and
by name for external use. Subsequently, the array atructure was chosen
for efficiency. This change would not have been necessary if Pascal sup-
ported a mechanism for direct addressing by name, as in Database
languages, and in programming languages like ICON [11] and B[18]. The
set of types of material is not represented by a data structure at all,
as its nominal quality, which is used as a name, is the only attribute
of a type of material.

Firms, consumers and employees are also represented by arrays. Attribute
values for these entities may change during a round; consequently, those
values are stored in a datafile at the end of a round and retrieved at
the start of the next round. New firms can be added in any round, but
once a firm is removed, it retains its number, even if it stops
activity.

The number of consumers remains constant; growth in consumer expenditure
is attained by a decrease in interarrival time for exiating conaumers
and an increase in the average size of consumer orders. Potential
employees can be added as well as removed. To prevent problems with
references to employee numbers, some restrictions have been introduced;
for example, no employee will leave the labor market when changing jobs.
The data structure for each firm must also efficiently store all job
applications. As the number of applicants may be equal to the number of
potential employees (currently 8000), and Turbo-Pascal supports neither
one-bit Boolean arrays nor large sets, an array of sets is used.

Machines, materials, products, consumerorders, production orders, and
loans are represented as linked lists. This representation is essential
for production orders, where the list is frequently searched for ex-
ecutable jobs.
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A product is linked both to the next product in the firm (for the
production model), and to the next product in the industry (for the
marketing model). Because data are stored on file after each round,
there is no need for garbage collection.

The event list is structured as a heap, which is a simple method
guaranteeing 0(n log N) storage time for events [14]. Event records
(with variants for different types of events) are stored on the Pascal
heap; pointers to event records are manipulated in an array in global
memory. Space allocated to the event list is reused when possible. Once
entered in the event list, an event is never deleted before the planned
time; this has influenced game design in some details: for example, en-
ding time of a job is never recomputed once it has been started. As the
event list may contain events occuring after the end of a period it is
stored on file at the end of a period and read from file at the start of

a period.

Data structures on file are similar to the corresponding data structures
in memory. However, both linked lists and arrays are represented as se-
quential files, and all pointers in memory are replaced by appropriate
identifiers in the file. The major part of data is stored in
INFOGAME.DAT; the record type of this file contains variant types for
each record in memory that is stored. For efficient use of disk space,
some variants contain arrays of records rather than single records. Data
on potential employees, consumers, and events are stored in separate
files. This was originally done to save disk space. It also saves read-
ing tinme in INFOGAME, because these files are only used in INFOMARK.

Unlike relational databases and conceptual schemata, programming lan-
guages like Pascal cannot directly represent a relationship in a
symmetric fashion. As an example, we show the representation of the fact
thet firm "AHC" produces products "A" end "B".
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In a relational database, this is represented by the relation:

PRODUCTS
Company
ABC
ABC

Product

B

From this relation we can find the producer of "A" with

SELECT Company FROM PRODUCTS WHERE Product -"A"

We can also find all products produced by "ABC" with:

SELECT Product FROM PRODUCTS WHERE Company -"ABC"

In a Pascal-like language such a relation can be implemented by a
reference ( which can be represented by a Pascal pointer, an index num-
ber, or e neme) to the compeny in every product record, by a list or
array with references to products in every company record, or both ways.
If there are n companies, and m products per company, finding all
products of a company takes 0(nm) time if the relation is represented
only by company references in the product record, and 0(m) time if com-
pany records contain lists of products. On the other hand, retrieving
the company producing a product takes 0(1) time if the product record
refers to the company, and 0(nm) time otherwise. Storage requirements
for both representations have 0(nm) complexity.

If the two operations, to find the products of a company, and to find
the company producing a product, are executed frequently, using both
representations at the same time reduces computatíon time. The main dis-
advantage of this approach is not the additional demand on memory, but
the addition of an invariant, stating that a product contains a pointer
to e company if and only if the list of products of that company con-
tains a pointer to that product.
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Such an invariant can be violated with ar~y addition or deletion of a
relevant entity, and with any change in the corresponding relationship.
As the concern for computation speed diminished during program develop-
ment, we traded speed for security by removing some of the redundant
references from the program.

When choosing a representation for references, we should consider that
the operations to retrieve an element from an array and to retrieve a
data item with a pointer, use generic operations [] and t respectively,
whereas searching a list for a name requires a specialized function. On
the other hand, both names and indices can be stored in external files,
whereas pointers cannot. Thus, as known by Fortran programmers from the
late fifties, the primitive array structure is often the most efficient.
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